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		Get a concise introduction to Spring, the increasingly popular open source framework for building lightweight enterprise applications on the Java platform. This example-driven book for Java developers delves into the framework's basic features, as well as advanced concepts such as containers. You'll learn how Spring makes Java Messaging Service easier to work with, and how its support for Hibernate helps you work with data persistence and retrieval.

	
		Throughout Just Spring, you'll get your hands deep into sample code, beginning with a problem that illustrates dependency injection, Spring's core principle. In the chapters that follow, author Madhusudhan Konda walks you through features that underlie the solution.

		
			Learn dependency injection through a simple object coupling problem, along with different injection types
	
			Tackle the framework's core fundamentals, including beans and bean factories
	
			Dive into containers and other advanced concepts, such as event handling and autowiring beans
	
			Discover how Spring makes the Java Messaging Service API easier to use
	
			Learn how Spring has revolutionized data access with Java DataBase Connectivity (JDBC)
	
			Use Spring with the Hibernate framework to manipulate data as objects
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Ubiquitous ComputingGabler, 2010

	Near Field Communication (NFC) technology has become increasingly important for ubiquitous computing. Florian Resatsch investigates the optimal strategies for developing and evaluating ubiquitous computing applications based on NFC. He draws on a variety of current theories on ubiquitous computing, human-computer interaction, and technology...
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Coaching at Work: Powering your Team with Awareness, Responsibility and TrustJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	"This book comes at a time when we are asking searching questions: How exactly do we earn the loyalty, trust and commitment of our people? How do we balance the needs of our organisations to do more with less with the need to create environments in which people can grow, develop and achieve their aspirations? The answers lie within each...
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Windows Forensics and Incident RecoveryAddison Wesley, 2004
If you're responsible for protecting Windows systems, firewalls and anti-virus aren't enough. You also need to master incident response, recovery, and auditing. Leading Windows security expert and instructor Harlan Carvey offers a start-to-finish guide to the subject: everything administrators must know to recognize ...
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Jack Welch and the 4 E's of Leadership: How to Put GE's Leadership Formula to Work in Your OrganizationMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	Proven leadership lessons from the author of the international bestseller The Welch Way


	Techniques Jack Welch used to create great leaders and drive unprecedented financial performance


	Jack Welch and GE used the celebrated 4e model to measure leadership potential and enhance profitability at...
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Schaum's Outline Series Theory and Problems of Projective GeometryMcGraw-Hill, 1967

	The purpose of this book is to provide a first course in Projective Geometry for

	undergraduate majors in mathematics and for prospective teachers of high school

	geometry. For the former it will furnish an introduction to the important concept of

	projective spaces; for the latter it will introduce a more general geometry from which,...
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Sales Excellence: Systematic Sales Management (Management for Professionals)Springer, 2012

	This book presents a very novel and strategic approach to Sales Management, an area that has suffered from a lack of sophistication in practice. This content-rich and thought-provoking book has a very unique positioning: It considers the sales performance of an organization at a very high, strategic level and offers specific guidance in...
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